Book proposal in several versions.

Preliminary notes.

Travel log.

Transcriptions of recorded notes and interviews.

Tape 1: Missouri.

Tape 2: Missouri.

Tape 3: Missouri.

Tapes 5-20: Route 66.

Gladys Cutberth interview.

On the road in Oklahoma.

Tucumcari.

National Public Radio series on Route 66.

"Route 66: the Mother Road and Its People. Version 1: TMs draft with introduction by Thomas J. Snyder, pl-159.

pl60-261.

Version 2: pc of Version 1 with AMs revisions, corrections, and editorial notes and comments, pql1-159.

pl60-261.

Version 3: pcTMs draft, pl-140.

pl41-267.

TMs draft text with AMs revisions, corrections, and editors’ and typesetters’ marks and notations. pl, iii-v, vii, xi-xiv, pl-134.

TMs draft Acknowledgments in 3 versions, with AMs revisions, corrections, and additions to text, plus editors’ marks.

TMs draft “Route 66 Resources”, with AMs editors’ corrections, marks and notations.

TMs draft “About the Author” with AMs editors’ corrections and notations.
AMs lists of possible illustrations and captions, 8p.

Requests for permission to use images and for proper credit lines; AMs status report/lists concerning requests and responses in re permissions; related correspondence.


pc of the book dummy indicating placement of illustrations within the text, with editors' marks and queries.

---. Includes TMs draft Acknowledgments, book page, and resource list.


Uncorrected galleys with explanatory cover letter from SMP editor to Michael and Suzanne Wallis. 17 Jan 1990.

pc of a fragment of the master set of galleys with pcAMs revisions, corrections, and editors' remarks and queries.

pc of the mechanicals indicating placement of illustrations within the text, with explanatory cover letter from SMP editor to Michael and Suzanne Wallis. 26 Jan 1990.

Original book dummy and page proof fragments.

pc of Acknowledgments, photo credits, a fragment of the resource list, copyright page.

First uncut galley proof, unbound with cover boards.

Dust jacket proof.

"The Mother Road." (See SERIES XII: Articles)

"Running Free on the Ghost Road." (See SERIES XII: Articles)

"Road Warriors." AMs draft talk given by Wallis.


Video wrapper.

Cover letter from The Entertainment Group to Wallis. 13 Jan 1994.

Publicity, book tours, book reviews. (See also oversize document box for promotional poster and freestanding sign.)

75th anniversary edition

"Route 66: The Mother Road Revisited." Book proposal and outline.

"Anniversary Note: The Mother Road Turns 75." TMs draft in 3 versions, some with AMs revisions, corrections and editorial marks.

"Angels of the Mother Road." TMs draft in 3 versions, some some with AMs revisions, corrections and editorial marks.

"A Route 66 Portrait. Bob Waldmire." TMs draft in 3 versions, some with AMs revisions, corrections and editorial marks.

"Route 66 Logbook." TMs draft in 3 versions, some with AMs revisions, corrections and editorial marks.


----- Version 2: TMs draft with AMs revisions, 20p.


----- Version 3: TMs draft with further revisions, corrections, and numbered p20-63.

----- Version 4: pcTMs draft with pcAMs editorial marks, corrections and notes.

"Acknowledgments" in 2 versions. Includes explanatory e-mail from Wallis to SMP. 3 Jan 2001.

"Resource List" in 4 versions, some with AMs revisions, corrections and editorial notes.

Editorial queries and style sheet. Includes memos and explanatory letters concerning typeset pages and book design.

First pass of proofs with AMs editorial reviews and corrections and additions to text.

Photo captions. Includes explanatory e-mail from Wallis to SMP. 9 Dec 2000.

Research.

Memorabilia.

Postcards.
8:3 Compact disc.
8:4 Audio book.
8:5-6 Videos.